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Welcome
Get Berkshire Active

If you believe in the power of Physical Activity & Sport to 

transform lives and communities then please join us in 

our quest to tackle inequalities and create a healthier, 

happier and more resilient Berkshire 



Agenda
• Reading Football Club Community Trust

• Opening – Andrew Douglass – CEO Parallel

• Activity Alliance

• Richmond Group of Charities - We are Undefeatable campaign

• System Change

• Group discussion opportunity – Idea, Insight or Good Practice

• Networking lunch

• Sport in Mind

• Autism Berkshire

• Get Berkshire Active updates

• Close
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Reading FC Community Trust   - Dan Rook

Disability and EDI department 
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SEND Provision 
Education programmes

- 16 – 21 sports coach study programme with Reading College 
- Leadership course’s with SEND and mainstream schools 
- Provide PE provision to both SEND and Mainstream Schools 
- Premier League Primary stars offering to all Primary schools across 

Reading
- ASC and LTC offering
- SEND school festivals (Red, Amber, Green Leagues) 
- College enrichment sports sessions 
- Disability and Mental Health awareness training for teachers and 

students. 

Community Programmes

- Weekly Pan Disability sessions for Adults and Under 18’s 

- Short Breaks programme with BFC both Play & Sports Provision 

- HAF programme with BFC and WBC 

- Inclusive grassroot club programme 

- Visually impaired football sessions both Adult and Children 

- Talking Tactic’s (Mental Health Sessions)



Wider EDI work

-Trustee and Staff Training 

-Monthly Dementia Cafes held at the stadium 

-Dementia walk around the stadium pitch 

-Football friends group – Over 60’s

-Working with schools on selected campaigns on the EDI 

Calendar

-LGBTQ+ taster sessions (weekly sessions coming soon) 

-Girls only ASC 

-Girls Development centres 

-Girls only soccer schools 

-Refugee Football 

-Mini Royals 





PARALLEL



A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

WITH ONE 
SIMPLE PURPOSe …… 



… to support the D/deaf, 
neurodivergent & 
disabled community 
to be free to….

LIVE LIFE TO 
THE FULL
…in mainstream society



nO LIMITS 
LIVING





… our ‘home’ is the iconic

Windsor
Great Park
& Long Walk



Plus our very own  - SUPERSensory1K™ & 
SENSORY360™

Encouraging people of all ages & abilities to challenge 

themselves to get moving, get sensory & get social

Brought to life through 

our unbridled spirit of….

100
m 1K 5K 10K… Push

run or 
walk ...

…. in a range of fully accessible distances; 

with no cut off times..





… Supported by a 

Festival of 
Inclusivity

● A fun, free & fully accessible family fest

● Featuring themed interactive zones; 

including active lifestyle, technology, 

entertainment, literature, mobility, travel & 

community

Additional features
● Main performance stage - music

● The Parallel Beats stage - talks

● Food village; including the famous ‘Clusivity Inn’

● Charity village

● Workshops

Connecting people with brands, 

business & communities….







Parallel is a 

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

We are in the business of...

Inclusivity
….where society profits
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THE BIGGER 
PICTURE HOW WE CAN 

ALL PLAY A 
SIGNIFICANT 
ROLE

COLLABORATION
❏ NETWORKING
❏ SHARED KNOWLEDGE
❏ COMMON AIM

BREAKING WITH CONVENTION
❏ HOW ARE YOU CREATIVE? (NOT HOW CREATIVE ARE YOU)
❏ WHERE ARE THE AREAS YOU START TO THINK DIFFERENTLY

❏ INNOVATION - SIMPLY PUTTING GOOD IDEAS INTO PRACTISE

ACCESSIBILITY
❏ WIDER OBSTACLES & 

BARRIERS
❏ ‘IF I DON’T KNOW, I 

DON’T GO’

Physical Activity for Young Children and Babies - FutureLearn

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/supporting-physical-development-early-childhood


activityalliance.org.uk

The National Picture 
and how this 
translates locally

Activity Alliance
June 2022



Background from Sport England’s Active Lives 2020-21:

Disabled people are almost twice as likely to 
be inactive than non-disabled people

22.6%

42.4%

Non disabled people

Disabled people

Since before the pandemic, disabled people 
have seen a greater rise in inactivity:

 2.6% disabled people

 2.1% non-disabled people

Proportion of people who are inactive (doing less 
than 30 minutes of physical activity per week)

Sport England, Active Lives 2020-21 (April 2022)

Disabled people

Non-disabled people



Annual Disability 
and Activity 
Survey

Key themes and 
local actions



1. ‘I am being left out of the return to activity’

• 8 in 10 (77%) disabled 
people want to be more 
active. 

44%

50%

30%

28%

I am looking forward to face-to-face
activities

I feel encouraged to return to physical
activity Disabled people

Non-disabled people

• But are feeling less encouraged and less likely to look 
forward to taking part. 



Reasons for being left out…

• Fewer activities than before, with activities, facilities, 
classes or programmes not yet returned

• Feeling less capable or able to participate due to the 
impact of the pandemic

• Feeling less comfortable asking for support

• COVID-19 means some disabled people are cautious 
about group or indoor activities

• Feeling less of a priority in other areas of their life

“At the moment my 
thought process is 
quite negative 
because I am so 
frustrated that I can't 
do what I used to 
do…”



Recommendation 1: ‘Involve me as we recover from the pandemic’

What Activity Alliance will do:

• Champion voices and build our movement

• Support others to re-open inclusively, and develop our co-production approach

We will support people delivering activity to:

• Review your offer, using insight and coproduction

• Increase awareness of activities and considering different types of sessions

We call on commissioners and strategic organisations to:

• Prioritise co-produced and inclusive opportunities

• Invest in services and partnerships that tackle changes in health and 
confidence

“Instead of saying to 
people ‘this is here’, it 
would be better to ask 
people ‘what is it you 
need?’” 



2. ‘I feel less connected to sport and activity’

• Disabled people are less likely to say activity and sport are for ‘someone 
like me’ than last year:

oPhysical activity: 57% to 47%

o Sport: 35% to 31%

• Disabled people were less likely to choose almost all motivations 

• Only 10% and 7% want advice from sports organisations and sports people

• There were some positive changes in marketing and representation:

• E.g. ‘Disabled people were included in advertising and/or at the activity’ 
- increase from 43% to 54%



Recommendation 2: ‘Support me to feel like being active is for 
someone like me’

What Activity Alliance will do: 

• Challenge perceptions and promote a person-centred approach 

• Push for increased diversity of the workforce 

We will support people delivering activity to:

• Connect with disabled people using trusted sources and influencers

• Take a person-centred approach to connect to individuals needs

• Recognise your responsibility in creating welcoming environments 

We call on commissioners and strategic organisations to:

• Take ownership and accountability to create sustainable culture change

• Increase diversity of workforce and take action to make all levels inclusive

“Sport and activity 
organisations need to be 
positive to everyone, be 
as diverse as possible, 
and open to all levels of 
fitness.” 



3. ‘My experience can be less positive and inclusive’

53% of disabled 

people say returning to 
activity has been a 
positive experience
(compared to 70% of 
non-disabled people)

This year, disabled people were less likely to agree:

• The activity leader met my needs (68% compared to 79%)

• The activity leader included me (73% compared to 77%)

• The session was inclusive and accessible (81% compared to 87%)

Many aspects of the Ten Principles were still met….

• 85% say it was in a convenient location 

• 80% say it was focused on things they value

• But only 61% said it was clear how to provide feedback, and 68% 

said they had the opportunity to explain their needs



Recommendation 3: ‘Your workforce can make it a better experience 
for me’
What Activity Alliance will do: 

• Support organisations to embed inclusive practice 

• Raise awareness and share good practice

We will support people delivering activity to:

• Access disability awareness training and improve skills

• Share learnings and encourage professional development of peers

We call on commissioners and strategic organisations to:

• Agree to minimum professional standards on inclusion and disability 

• Prioritise inclusion and accessibility within investment for spaces and facilities

• Lead by example following inclusion principles

“Understand that 
people have different 
abilities – it doesn’t 
mean they don’t want 
to do that activity, it 
means they may need 
adaptations.”



4. ‘I do not feel physical activity is suitable or safe for my impairment’ 

78% say their impairment or health 

condition stops them from being as active 
as they would like to be

• Healthcare professionals remain the 
preferred source of advice – but 
disabled people want more reassurance, 
and practical and tailored guidance

My impairment 
or health 

condition stops 
me from being 

active because…

My 
impairment 

makes it hard 
to be active 

(81%)
I worry about 

making my 
impairment 
worse (41%)

Negative 
attitudes from 
others (12%)

Bad past 
experiences 

(20%)

No suitable 
activities 

(28%)

My 
impairment 

makes me less 
confident 

(31%)



Recommendation 4: ‘Involve the health professionals I trust the 
most’

What Activity Alliance will do: 

• Support greater connection between the sport and health sectors

• Grow our insight on factors that lead to low confidence and fear

We will support people delivering activity to:

• Understand how people’s impairments affect them. Listen to concerns and 
give personalised advice

• Build relationships with health organisations 

We call on commissioners and strategic organisations to:

• Promote positive and consistent messages that physical activity is safe

• Encourage referrals and signposting to inclusive and appealing activities

“Every public area like GP 
surgeries should 
publicise health, fitness 
and wellbeing sessions 
run by local 
organisations. And during 
every contact with a 
health worker, the 
benefits of physical 
activity should be 
discussed and 
encouraged.” 



Focus on… the pandemic 

• Few disabled people say issues directly relating to COVID-19 stop them from being 
active: 11% vs 7% of non-disabled people.

• But disabled people are more affected by many of the indirect effects of COVID-19:

oOngoing impact on health: 79% say the pandemic is affecting their health 

oWorries about the future and mental health: More worried about the impact on 
wellbeing, rights of disabled people, and have lower life satisfaction scores

o Lack of information: 23% said they haven’t had enough information 

o Impact on confidence

o Less formal and informal support

Sport England’s Savanta ComRes poll in January 2022 showed an increase in worry about COVID-19 when being 
active. It showed continuing support for providers to continue with safety measures, with 79% agreeing with 
precautions.

https://www.sportengland.org/know-your-audience/demographic-knowledge/coronavirus?section=research


Focus on… finances and benefits

• More disabled people say finances and 
lack of money prevents them from being 
active than last year: 22% vs 16% in 2020.

• Disabled people were twice as likely to 
say financial support would help them be 
more active than non-disabled people.

• Disabled people were more likely to say 
they rely on benefits to be active (68% vs 
60% in 2020) and that a fear of losing 
benefits prevents them from being more 
active (46% vs 31% in 2020).

Financial barriers

• Feeling priced out of quality facilities

• Paying more in transport costs to travel 
further to accessible places or activities. 

• Tighter finances, and costs relating to 
COVID-19 mean activity is less of a 
priority. 

• Feeling they require private sessions or 
specialised instruction or advice.



Differences between different groups

Different groups of disabled people have different experiences and perceptions of being 
active:

Gender
Disabled women have 
less opportunity, less 
positive experiences,  
and are less encouraged 
to return

Ethnicity
People from ethnically 
diverse communities are 
more worried about the 
impact of the pandemic 
on health and on 
disability rights

Age
Older people are more 
likely to say their 
impairment is a barrier

Sexual and gender 
identity
People who are LGBT 
face a higher number of 
barriers 

Socioeconomic groups
People in lower SEG 
experience more 
barriers, negative 
perceptions, are less 
encouraged to return

Number of impairments
People with more 
impairments have more 
negative perceptions 
and more barriers

Activity levels
Inactive disabled people 
are more likely to say 
their impairment is a 
barrier and to have 
negative perceptions



Read the full report on our website: 
www.activityalliance.org.uk

Year 4 Annual Disability and Activity Survey 
release date: March 2023



Appendix



Definitions and notes on understanding the data

Disability: having a long-term health condition, impairment, or illness that has a substantial effect on ability to do normal 

daily activities. This included physical, sensory, learning, social, behavioural or mental health conditions or impairments 

that have lasted, or are expected to last, 12 months or more.

Activity was defined by: the number of days in a normal week people did 30 minutes or more of physical activity that 

was enough to raise their breathing rate. Physical activity includes sport, exercise and brisk walking or cycling for fun, or

to get to and from places. It does not include housework or physical activity that is part of their job. 

• Inactive: Have not done a total of 30 minutes physical activity in a week 

• Fairly active: Have done 30 minutes or more physical activity on one to four days in a week 

• Active: Do 30 minutes or more physical activity on at least five days in a normal week.

Arrows represent significant changes across years of the survey within a group.

* Asterisks represent significant changes between disabled people and non-disabled people each year.

Differences are statistically significant if at the 95% confidence level. This means there is less than a 5% chance that 
reported differences are a consequence of sampling error.



Impairment profile

Type of impairment Disabled respondents

Mobility 64%

Long-term pain 62%

Chronic health condition 41%

Breathing or stamina 38%

Mental health 29%

Dexterity 28%

Hearing 16%

Memory 14%

Learning or understanding or concentrating 12%

Social or behavioural 8%

Vision 8%

Speech or making yourself understood 6%



Useful resources
‘Involve me as we recover from 

the pandemic’

‘Support me to feel being active 

is for someone like me’  

‘Your workforce can make it a better 

experience for me’

‘Involve the health professionals I trust the 

most’

• Read and consider Activity 
Alliance’s Reopening Activity: 
An inclusive response 
guidance and Sport England’s 
reducing inequalities learning 
resource and inclusive physical 
activity evaluation resource.

• Check out our Get Out Get 
Active programme learning 
resources on engaging 
different community groups
and creating activities that 
put people’s needs first.

• Co-production guidance from 
Disability Rights UK.

• Read Activity Alliance’s 
resource on taking a person-
centred approach to planning 
and providing activity 
opportunities.

• Reach more people with 
Activity Alliance's inclusive 
communications guidance.

• Read the driving 
organisation and system 
change document from our 
Get Out Get Active 
programme learning 
resources.

• Improve training and 
workplaces for disabled 
people in the leisure sector 
with EmployAbility Leisure 
guidance.

• Activity Alliance’s Inclusive Activity 
Programme provides training and 
development opportunities for sports 
coaches, community leaders and 
health professionals.

• Use Inclusion Club Hub to improve 
disabled people’s experiences at your 
sports club.

• Delivering an Excellent Service for 
Disabled Customers eLearning course
for people working in the leisure 
sector.

• Read the creating a workforce that 
gets me document from our Get Out 
Get Active programme learning 
resources.

• Check out CIMSPA ReTrain to ReTrain 
support, resources, and training 
programmes.

• Moving Medicine’s risk statement and the 
2019 Chief Medical Officer’s guidance for 
disabled people can give confidence to 
health and sport professionals in 
recommending physical activity.

• Stronger My Way campaign from the 
Chartered Society of Physiotherapy provides 
insight, training and resources for health 
professionals on using strengthening 
activities in their practice. 

• The Richmond Group of Charities physical 
activity and long-term health conditions 
resource packs Signpost to inclusive 
activities offered by Get Out Get Active and 
Get Yourself Active, impairment specific 
support from the National Disability Sports 
Organisations and use We Are Undefeatable 
resources for people with long-term health 
conditions.

https://www.activityalliance.org.uk/how-we-help/resources/5756-reopening-activity-an-inclusive-response
https://sportengland-production-files.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2021-11/Reducing%20inequalities%20-%20what%20we%20learned%20from%20evaluation.pdf?VersionId=HsPFAo1XD4tsmy2qWeNDnINTa5zGsCyg
https://d1h1m5892gtkr7.cloudfront.net/s3fs-public/2021-11/Inclusive%20physical%20activity%20-%20what%20we%20learned%20from%20evaluation.pdf?VersionId=qQi3ukbxeXqc1FNmitIjqCWJ9tyGXYM8
http://www.getoutgetactive.co.uk/resources/learn-from-goga/513-how
http://www.getyourselfactive.org/stories/speedy-co-production-sessions/
https://www.activityalliance.org.uk/how-we-help/resources/5856-inclusive-activity-taking-a-personcentred-approach
https://www.activityalliance.org.uk/communications
http://www.getoutgetactive.co.uk/resources/learn-from-goga/514-what-next
https://www.instructability.org.uk/news/employability-leisure
https://www.activityalliance.org.uk/how-we-help/training/inclusive-activity-programme
https://www.inclusion-club-hub.co.uk/
https://www.activityalliance.org.uk/how-we-help/training/customer-service
http://www.getoutgetactive.co.uk/resources/learn-from-goga/512-who
https://retrain.cimspa.co.uk/
https://movingmedicine.ac.uk/riskconsensus/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/physical-activity-guidelines-disabled-adults
https://www.csp.org.uk/stronger
https://richmondgroupofcharities.org.uk/physical-activity-long-term-health-conditions-resource-packs
http://www.getoutgetactive.co.uk/
http://www.getyourselfactive.org/
https://www.activityalliance.org.uk/together/ndsos
https://weareundefeatable.co.uk/


Figure 6: Proportion selecting as motivation to be active 

18%* 

18% 

34%* 

30%* 

25% 

42%* 

49%* 

44% 

45% 

61% 

14% 

20%

22% 

25%

28%

36% 

40%

43%

50% *

61%

To socialise with existing friends

To give me something to do

Because it's fun and I enjoy it

To relax or have a break

To challenge myself

To feel good about myself

To get fit

To improve / maintain my mental health

To lose / maintain weight

To improve / maintain physical health

Disabled people

Non-disabled people



Figure 10: Proportion of people selecting each barrier to being active

78%*

36% *

27%

22%* 

21%*

17%*

11%*

10%

9%*

9%

9%* 

8%*

8%

7%*

5%

6%

9%

22% 

40%*

14%

13%

7%

7%

27% *

6%

6%

2%

4%

19%*

4%

6%

34%*

Health condition, impairment, illness or pain

Getting older

General lack of motivation

Finances / lack of money

Lack of confidence to take part

Short-term injury, illness, health condition or pain

Issues relating to COVID-19

Family commitments

Unaware of any opportunities I could take part in

Lack of suitable transport / too far

Fear of losing benefits or financial assistance

Not enough inclusive and accessibile facilities

Prefer to spend time doing other activities

Lack of support when taking part

Lack of availability of equipment

Work commitments

Disabled people

Non-disabled people



46%*

42%*

34%*

33%*

32%*

26%*

24%*

19%*

14%*

13%*

7%

16%

21%

20%

16%

21%

24%

12%

9%

15%

9%

7%

10%*

33%*

Support to improve physical health

Greater awareness of suitable activities

Financial support

Support to improve mental health

Better facilities and environments

Practical support from a trained person or coach

Support getting to activities or facilities

Support from family and friends

Support with taking part in online activities

More encouragement and motivation from the media
and sport organisations

Support from my workplace

I don’t need any further support

Disabled people

Non-disabled people

Figure 12: Proportion selecting each type of support to be more active



Useful references

• Activity Alliance, Annual Disability and Activity Survey, 2021-22 (2022).

• Sport England, Active Lives Adult Survey, Nov 2020-2021 (2022).

• Office for National Statistics, Coronavirus and the social impacts on Great Britain (2021). 

• Sport England, Savanta ComRes coronavirus research (2020-22).

https://www.activityalliance.org.uk/how-we-help/research/annual-survey
https://www.sportengland.org/know-your-audience/data/active-lives
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/coronavirus-and-the-social-impacts-on-great-britain-4-march-2022
https://www.sportengland.org/know-your-audience/demographic-knowledge/coronavirus?section=research


We Are Undefeatable:
Being active with long term health conditions

Gail Curry
The Richmond Group of Charities



John's Story
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kA2Px-f7S3o



Richmond Group of Charities

● Health and care charities collaboration

● Aims to reduce inactivity amongst people 
with (multiple) long term health conditions



What’s the challenge?

• Those with a disability or LTC are less likely to be active 
than those without (45% vs. 66%)

• Inactivity increases the more conditions someone has



Why does physical inactivity matter?

43%

68%

1 in 6

Up to

40%

Have a long-term condition

Live with 2 + LTCs by 2035

Deaths as a result of physical 
inactivity in the UK

Of LTCs prevented by activity + 20 
conditions for which activity 
supports management



COVID
-19

Huge impact - deconditioning, 
psychological effects, etc

On waiting lists and who may 
benefit from activity

Want advice and support from the 
NHS to be active

With MH conditions want physical 
activity to be offered with meds

Why does physical inactivity matter?

Nearly

6m

57%

Almost
2/3

25% NHS Workforce have a LTC and 
30% inactive



Why physical activity?

• There is no minimum amount 
required to achieve health 
benefits

• The greatest gains in health 
are to be had by the least 
active people increasing their 
activity levels, even by small 
amounts

• Therefore physical activity 
is any movement that works for 
the individual



Our physical activity programme: Movement for All



COM-B barriers

Do you agree...? C – I feel I have
the ability....

O - I feel I have 
the opportunity...

M - I find it 
enjoyable and 
satisfying...

Those with a 
disability or LTC

17% 17% 18%

Those without 45% 38% 35%

- Activity Alliance, 2022



People living with long-term health conditions often 
have complex and overlapping barriers

People with severe / multiple LTCs more likely to cite conditions
as a barrier 

Condition barriers increase with age

People with mental health conditions, young people and non-
white people all more likely to agree that the pandemic has 
affected their confidence to be active

Sources: DJS We Are Undefeatable tracker  Apr 22.

People with LTCs and disability have cited fear of losing benefits 
as a barrier to becoming active

57%
CONDITION

52% 
MOTIVATION

26%
CONFIDENCE

14%
COVID-19

11% 
ACCESS



Not achievable or relatable

Conditions are unpredictable

Opportunities and facilities 
seen as not accessible

Motivation and behaviour 
change need support

Barriers to physical activity & (M)LTCs



The majority would like to be more active

64%
Would like to 

be more active

Source: DJS tracker, Nov 21. Q: Thinking about your current levels of activity, would you like to be doing…? 
Base: people with a health condition (n=1,998)

Rising to 73% among those living with 
multiple conditions including long-term 
depression or anxiety. However, 
motivation generally decreases with age.



• Real life stories of people living 
with health conditions

• Individuals’ own ways to move

• Evidence based

• Quantitative research each 
campaign period



Using stories

Stories on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1rlvxLbE1TfubKLZ10hm2dAnXD26s_hM


Impact of We Are Undefeatable

• ‘People like me can be active’

• Resonates more with people who 
can recognise their condition

• Inspiring

• Encourages people to think 
differently

• Half of those surveyed have taken 
an action

50
%



What can we all do to make a difference ?

Consider our own physical 
activity

Talk about physical activity 
with people we see

Prioritise inclusivity

Advocate physical activity –
enhance our knowledge



New Summer TV Ad



Recap - FIVE things to take away

1. It all counts

2. It needs to feel achievable

3. It needs to be relatable

4. Living with LTCs is unpredictable

5. Physical activity is SAFE (but awareness low)



Resources

Visit richmondgroupofcharities.org.uk/physical-activity

Resource Pack to help you in supporting people with 
long-term conditions to be active

Visit https://weareundefeatable.co.uk/

Register for the Supporter’s Hub on the website

Make Your Move on YouTube and DVD

https://richmondgroupofcharities.org.uk/physical-activity
https://richmondgroupofcharities.org.uk/physical-activity-long-term-health-conditions-resource-packs
https://weareundefeatable.co.uk/
https://weareundefeatable.co.uk/login
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1rlvxLbE1TdANjuGlsiz5-Da9U9k0Sub


We Are Undefeatable resources

The Home Games activity resources

My Daily Undefeatable

The Supporter's Hub
image library, messaging, 

insight packs, good practice

Team Undefeatable activity resources

5 in 5 ideas, 15 ways to move at home, social media, YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxgdgPmmDig&t=2s
https://weareundefeatable.co.uk/login
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i72gi3XePDg


Team Undefeatable Dance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rbcd_ji_6Rk



Gail.curry@ageuk.org.uk
https://weareundefeatable.co.uk/
https://richmondgroupofcharities.org.uk/physical-activity

Thank you

https://weareundefeatable.co.uk/
https://weareundefeatable.co.uk/
https://richmondgroupofcharities.org.uk/physical-activity


Systems 
Change

Nick West-Oram
Director of Operations 

& Development 

• Background

• Defining Systems

• Models

• Interactive Example 



Background

• Sport England

• Get Berkshire Active

• Aim of System Thinking 

“Shifting the conditions and patterns 

that hold the problem in place”



A System is a set of things –

people, cells, molecules, or 

whatever – interconnected in 

such a  way that they produce 

their own pattern of 

behaviours over time

Defining Systems





https://youtu.be/3DAZBY
wLQno

Defining Systems

• Outcomes are produced as a result of how 

the system is set up – or evolved

https://youtu.be/3DAZBYwLQno


A set of connected things or 
devices that operate together

An organized collection of 
parts (or subsystems) that 
are highly integrated to 
accomplish an overall goal

A group of organisations that 
work together for a particular 
purpose, or have similar
activities 

Definitions



Models 



Events

Patterns

Underlying 
Structures

Mental 
Models

Iceberg Model



Systems - Events



Systems - Events
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Systems – Structures & Mindsets
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SystemsSystems - Complexity
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Complexity - Multiple Components / Mindsets / 
Connections / Relationships  



System Components 
• Complexity

1. Goal
2. Intentionality
3. Organisation 
4. Collaborative
5. Network
6. Scale
7. Long Term 

• Conditions holding a 

problem in place / 

at bay

• Leverage Points 



GBA Approach
• Identify Conditions holding the problems in place / 

at bay

• Relationships between components

• Leverage Points

• Key Decision Makers / People relationships

• All work linked to this objective

• Your role 

• Measuring System Impact



Group Task -Your Turn

Go back to the ice-berg

• Agree in your group x1 ‘event’ / experience in physical 

activity that affects your clients. 

• Discuss and agree the patterns being experienced related 

to this event.

• What are the underlying structures and mental models 

causing this?

• What could be some of the leverage /  intervention points 

and changes needed to the structures / mental models? 
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Questions

Thank you for listening !



THE BIGGER 
PICTURE HOW WE CAN 

ALL PLAY A 
SIGNIFICANT 
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“highlight of 
my week”

“fun with 
friends”

97% say “I will get 

active for my mental 

health” after our youth 

workshops

“I am 
listened to”







Contact us:
Telephone: 01189 594 594
www.autismberkshire.org.uk
contact@autismberkshire.org.uk

Autism Berkshire – the working name for Berkshire Autistic Society.

Registered office: 40 Caversham Road, Reading RG1 7EB 
Charity no: 1076217, Company number: 3750656

http://www.autismberkshire.org.uk/
mailto:contact@autismberkshire.org.uk


Get Berkshire Active 
updates

East Berkshire Inclusion Network



Starting Life Well Fund
Children and Young People 5-18
Target Populations
<1 year programme

Project 500
Project 500 is a campaign to address the imbalance in 
the number of male to female coaches, creating a 
more diverse workforce to drive the growth of female 
participation in sport.

Network currently includes over 30 female coaches

https://getberkshireactive.org/starting-life-well-fund
https://teamberkshire.co.uk/adult-employment-25/project-500/


GBA Employability 
Experiential activity programmes that aim to get individuals learning through doing

• Build Confidence

• Encourage Communication

• Have Fun!

• Problem Solving Success

• Increase Social Interaction

For more information contact Ryan at ryan.gordon@getberkshireactive.org 



Summary & Close



Thank you for coming 
and safe journey home! 


